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�� The acceleration represents the most The acceleration represents the most 
expensive item of the neutrino expensive item of the neutrino 
factory or of the muon collider!factory or of the muon collider!

�� Any solution proposed up to now Any solution proposed up to now 
was more or less conventional and was more or less conventional and 
VERY EXPENSIVE.VERY EXPENSIVE.

�� Our hope is that a new direction in Our hope is that a new direction in 
development of the muon development of the muon 
acceleration will be seriously acceleration will be seriously 
considered.  considered.  
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change our focus with respect to Muon change our focus with respect to Muon 
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This is an old slide as a reminder of the the Montauk 99 This is an old slide as a reminder of the the Montauk 99 
presentation:  a relevance to the minimum emittance presentation:  a relevance to the minimum emittance 
lattice and muon acceleration lattice.lattice and muon acceleration lattice.

•• The minimum emittance lattice requires The minimum emittance lattice requires 
reduction of the function  H:reduction of the function  H:
–– The normalized dispersion amplitude corresponds to The normalized dispersion amplitude corresponds to 

the  <H>the  <H>1/2  1/2  !!!!!!
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What are the basic parameters?What are the basic parameters?

•• Required Range of Energies (or dp/p)Required Range of Energies (or dp/p)
–– the “central” energy or momentum pthe “central” energy or momentum poo is in two is in two 

examples presented later set to 10 GEV. The examples presented later set to 10 GEV. The 
acceleration would be possible from 10 GeV up acceleration would be possible from 10 GeV up 
to 20 GeV.to 20 GeV.

–– Aperture limitation is defined by the maximum Aperture limitation is defined by the maximum 
value of the DISPERSION function: value of the DISPERSION function: 

•• ∆∆x < +/x < +/-- 30 mm30 mm
•• if the 0.5 <  dp/p < 1.5 then:if the 0.5 <  dp/p < 1.5 then:

•• DDxx < 60 mm< 60 mm

•• Why is the Minimum Emittance Lattice Why is the Minimum Emittance Lattice 
for the electronic Storage Rings Relevant?for the electronic Storage Rings Relevant?
–– The normalized dispersion amplitude The normalized dispersion amplitude 

Corresponds to the  <H>Corresponds to the  <H>1/2  1/2  !!!!!!
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What was our promise given at What was our promise given at 
the last meeting (BNL editors the last meeting (BNL editors 
meeting):meeting):

•• Construct a lattice where the dispersion will Construct a lattice where the dispersion will 
oscillate between positive and negative oscillate between positive and negative 
values but not exceeding values but not exceeding 6 cm6 cm without without 
opposite bending magnets. opposite bending magnets. 

∆∆x < D dp/p = 0.06 * (+x < D dp/p = 0.06 * (+--0.5) = +0.5) = +--0.03 m0.03 m

•• Make a change in the circumference smaller Make a change in the circumference smaller 
to reduce the RF phase change.to reduce the RF phase change.

•• Try to combine the linac with a single arc.Try to combine the linac with a single arc.

•• Or make enough room for the cavities Or make enough room for the cavities 
within the ring.within the ring.

•• Longitudinal simulation of the multiple Longitudinal simulation of the multiple 
turns ( 10 turns ( 10 –– 20 turns20 turns) ) 
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Circumference Length During Circumference Length During 
Acceleration (previous example) Acceleration (previous example) 
the longitudinal simulation has the longitudinal simulation has 

failed!!!failed!!!
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T = 756.3 ns 

The RF voltage

T = 756.3 ns 



Maximum of Dispersion function in the FODO cell:Maximum of Dispersion function in the FODO cell:

DDmaxmax = [L = [L θθθθθθθθ (1 + 0.5 sin((1 + 0.5 sin(ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ/2))]/sin/2))]/sin22((ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ/2) …(1)/2) …(1)

0.06 m = 2.707  (L0.06 m = 2.707  (Ldd+ 0.4 m) + 0.4 m) θ     θ     θ     θ     θ     θ     θ     θ     … (2)… (2)

L = LL = Ldd + L1,      + L1,      θθθθθθθθ = 2 = 2 ππππππππ / N/ Ndd
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L

BF BD

Dmax = 0.06 m = 2.707 ( Ld + 0.4 m) (By Ld / BRHO)

Ld By(T) θ=By Ld/BRHO Nd=2π/θ  C =L Nd (m)
0.245 7 0.0339 ~183 118.0
0.274 6 0.0329 ~191 128.5
1.00 0.793 0.0158 396 554.0
0.50 2.464 0.0246 255 230.0
0.50 2.095 0.0209 300 270.0

Ld = [-0.4 +-SQRT(0.42+4*0.158)]/2.0    if By=7 T 

L1=0.4 m

Ld BRHO= 50.03 Tm ( µ=15 GeV) 



The major result: reduced change of the circumference The major result: reduced change of the circumference 
the ‘SYNCH’ result (with Ernie’s combined function the ‘SYNCH’ result (with Ernie’s combined function 

dipole subroutine correction)dipole subroutine correction)
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The major result: reduced change of the circumference The major result: reduced change of the circumference 
the ‘MAD’ file resultthe ‘MAD’ file result
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Picture of the ‘MAD’ ringPicture of the ‘MAD’ ring
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Betatron functions within the two cellsBetatron functions within the two cells
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A part of the ringA part of the ring
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Two CELLS:Two CELLS:
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Betatron tunes during accelerationBetatron tunes during acceleration
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Chromaticities during acceleration Chromaticities during acceleration –– Corrected to zero Corrected to zero 
at the central muon energy of 15 GeV at the central muon energy of 15 GeV 
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The slipping factor The slipping factor ηηηηηηηη during accelerationduring acceleration
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All previous results have a ~1m dipole divided into 100  All previous results have a ~1m dipole divided into 100  
pieces and quadrupoles divided into 26 and 46 pieces, as pieces and quadrupoles divided into 26 and 46 pieces, as 
well they include the first attempt to include the end of well they include the first attempt to include the end of 

the quadrupole fieldthe quadrupole field
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At negative At negative ∆∆∆∆∆∆∆∆p/p lattice is ‘imaginary p/p lattice is ‘imaginary γγγγγγγγtt’’
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Maximae of the betatron functions during accelerationMaximae of the betatron functions during acceleration
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Maximum of the dispersion function during accelerationMaximum of the dispersion function during acceleration
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A picture tells a story: particle path in the basic cell A picture tells a story: particle path in the basic cell 
during accelerationduring acceleration
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Particle path in one of the recent examples:Particle path in one of the recent examples:
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Simulation of the accelerationSimulation of the acceleration 24
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Conclusions:Conclusions:
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• The latest results in the FFAG lattice The latest results in the FFAG lattice 
without opposite bends with distributed without opposite bends with distributed 
RF are very encouraging.RF are very encouraging.

•• Present codes MAD and SYNCH should Present codes MAD and SYNCH should 
be checked by either other codes or by an be checked by either other codes or by an 
analytical calculation.analytical calculation.

•• If it is shown that the presented idea is If it is shown that the presented idea is 
really possible the whole muon really possible the whole muon 
acceleration should be redoneacceleration should be redone.


